City of Steel
Boasts Brand New
Control Centre

Don’t Miss Us At...

BEST Exhibition
11-12 October 2011
Come and see us at the British
Exhibition of Security Technology
(BEST) held at the Victory Services
Club, Marble Arch, London, where
the latest innovations from British
manufacturers meet in a friendly,
local environment.

The UK’s 5th largest city (by population) and home of steel - Sheffield now boasts a brand new CCTV and traffic/bus lane enforcement
control centre.
After a lengthy planning and consultation stage, specialist integrator TIS of Mansfield won the
main contract to supply clients Sheffield City Council and KIER with a total technical upgrade and
a brand new control centre. Operations to manage the area’s CCTV and the city’s traffic/bus lane
enforcement are centred here within the magnificent Town Hall building.
Thinking Space was chosen to supply a complete suite of technical furniture for both sections of the
control centre for staff totalling 10 persons. Bespoke storage units form part of the suite, ensuring
safe and neat stowage of personal and operational equipment.
Made using CAD/CNC construction techniques and built from aluminium and composite materials,
the furniture exceeds regulatory requirements and is blended with modern aesthetics to create
attractive and fully functioning technical furniture, perfect for this high-tech environment.
This brand new facility was soon put to the test with a major political party conference that took place
in the city as well as several other major sporting and cultural events at venues around
the city.

If you would like to subscribe to our quarterly newsletter, please visit our website
www.thinking-space.com and sign up.
Please get in touch if you have a project you would like to discuss with us.
Thinking Space Systems Ltd
Unit 2, The Quadrangle, Abbey Park Industrial Estate, Romsey, Hampshire, SO51 9DL
Tel: +44 (01794) 516633 Fax: +44(01794) 516632 Email: info@thinking-space.com

EBOC Exhibition
18-19 October 2011
Britain’s Energy Coast Business
Cluster are hosting their second ‘all
energy event’ to highlight invaluable
information on contract and market
opportunities in sectors ranging from
nuclear, to renewables, to oil and gas.
Come and see us at the event, being
held at Energus, near Workington.

Global MSC Exhibition
7-8 November 2011
The next Seminar and exhibition of
cutting edge security technology and
service providers, being held at the
Marriott Hotel Gosforth Park
in Newcastle.

Watch this space...
Thinking Space has just secured major
contracts with:

Tram Success for
Thinking Space

Medway Tunnel Control
Room Relocation

Scotland’s capital city Edinburgh is
returning a tram network to its city streets.

Thinking Space have recently completed
the control room works required for the
Medway Tunnel project.

This large and complex project has been
followed closely by the media and has at
times attracted political discussion,
particularly of course in Scotland. The scale
and complexity of the work – and the emphasis
of delivery a high quality system - has brought
overruns, but the role of Thinking Space was
clear, proceeded smoothly and met all
project criteria.
Thinking Space supplied a complete suite of
control room furniture and an Evolution
media wall into the purpose built control room
that overlooks the marshalling yard and
depot. All control, technical and customer
support services will be managed from the
control room making the specification of the
control room furniture comprehensive and
highly technical.

The works were split over two phases, with the
first being the relocation of the control room
at the tunnel site. Thinking Space installed
new flooring, ceiling, lighting, decoration
and bespoke control room furniture for the
new space. Downlighter rigs were fitted for
providing the operators with dimmable task
lighting.The second phase was to install new
control room furniture at the existing Medway
Council (CCTV) control room.
Both projects included solutions from the
Evolution Media wall range. The Council site
included the open framework design, the
tunnel site incorporated the built in storage
unit solution.

Kanya Solution for Bespoke
Gravity Conveyors

Thinking Space has been working with
Procter & Gamble for the last few years to
provide a variety of solutions for its large
UK manufacturing sites.

Thinking Space have designed and
manufactured a number of bespoke gravity
conveyors for a supplier to the automotive
industry.

These solutions have included complete
control room fit outs and individual process
control desks for managing packaging and
production lines.

The conveyors are all manufactured from
the Kanya aluminium build system and are
purpose built for the application required.

The latest installations have included single
and twin standing control desks for their liquid
production lines.

News

Thinking Space worked as part of the
successful Contractors package to update and
install a new SCADA front end for managing
the Security, Communications and Traffic
Management systems.

Technical Furniture for
Procter & Gamble

The technical furniture has been installed in
partnership with the new electronic integrated
systems that manage Procter & Gamble’s
various processes. The flexibility of the TSS
desks has allowed installations directly into the
working areas without disruption to production.

• Oxford Airport
• New Street Station, Birmingham
• Manchester Metro
• RSA National Galleries

The conveyors are fitted on lockable castors to
allow easy positioning on the factory floor and
include an adjustable packing stop to allow
boxes to be inspected and sealed.

Thinking Space offer a free design
service which can be used to create
3D rendered images as part of all
sales proposals.

New Recruits Join
Thinking Space
Two new faces have joined our team
this month. Myles Street joins Thinking
Space Systems as an Installer,
fabricating consoles and control
panels in our busy workshop and
undertaking site installations. Having
previously worked as a granite and
marble installer for the past 9 years,
Myles brings a wealth of experience
in installation work and project
management skills.
Suzanne Pinchin has also joined
Thinking Space Systems as a Sales
and Marketing Assistant, who is tasked
as the new Novus representative, as
well as supporting the sales team,and
promoting our company. Suzanne
is a qualified Graphic Designer
with marketing experience having
previously worked for a fashion
forecasting company, and also has
experience working in the construction
industry as a Property Manager.

Thinking Space
Recruits Techniche
Thinking Space have announced
their new relationship with Australian
Security Company, Techniche.
Techniche Security & Surveillance
provide a complete service from
design and implementation of building
management and security systems,
to the training of technicians and
operatives. They will represent
Thinking Space in Australia and the
eastern hemisphere.

